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Abstract
Industrial wireless networks (IWNs) have applications in areas such as critical infrastructure sectors and manufacturing
industries such as car manufacturing. In car manufacturing, IWNs can facilitate manufacturers to improve the design
of the vehicles by collecting vehicular status and other related data (such an IWN is also known as vehicular ad hoc
networks—VANETs). Vehicle positioning is a key functionality in VANETs. Most existing vehicle positioning systems are
capable of providing accurate 2D positioning, but the demand for accurate 3D positioning has increased sharply in
recent times (e.g., due to the building of more elevated roads). There are, however, security and privacy concerns
relating to 3D positioning systems in VANET. In this paper, we propose two secure and privacy-preserving 3D
positioning schemes based on vehicle-to-roadside (V2R) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, respectively.
Our schemes are based on the round trip time ranging technique which is used to achieve 3D position. The security
and the privacy of vehicles in our schemes are guaranteed through a newly designed one-pass authenticated key
agreement protocol. Using experiments, we show that a vehicle can determine whether it is on or under an elevated
road in a short period of time.
Keywords: Vehicular ad hoc network, 3D positioning, Security, Privacy

1 Introduction
Car manufacturing is getting more sophisticated and
complex, with more embedded electronics and circuitry
(e.g., in smart and driverless vehicles), in today’s competitive landscape. Hence, there is a need for car manufacturers to find ways to achieve efficiencies in their processes,
as well as comply with regulatory requirements and
be (financially) competitive. Industrial wireless networks
(IWNs), such as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), can
play an important role in car manufacturing, for example, by facilitating secure collection and dissemination of
information to inform decision-making [1, 2].
VANETs have been widely studied [3–22], and there
has been renewed focus on such networks due to the
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increasing popularity of smart cities [23], driverless vehicles [24], intelligent manufacturing [25], and other related
Internet-connected systems. A typical VANET mainly
consists of vehicles and roadside units (RSUs). A vehicle or
RSU may exchange messages with nearby vehicles/RSUs
through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-roadside
(V2R), and roadside-to-vehicle (R2V) communications,
and collectively, V2V, V2R, and R2V are also known
as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) [26]. Dedicated shortrange communications (DSRC) protocol [27] has been
designed to support these communications in VANETs.
Through V2X comminations, many VANET applications
(e.g., vehicular status data collection, collision warning,
speed warning, autonomous navigation, and lane departure alert) [28] can be realized.
Majority of the VANET applications (e.g., secure vehicular status data collection) rely on vehicle positioning,
and generally, these positioning systems are based on
GPS/BeiDou/GALILEO/GLONASS. Such systems have
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high horizontal positioning (i.e., 2D positioning) accuracy, but the vertical positioning accuracy is significantly
lower due to satellite geometry [29]. As shown in [30],
the position accuracy in GPS-based positioning system is
approximately 15 m 95% of the time.
Urban traffic environment is becoming more complex,
particularly in bigger cities, for example, with the building of more elevated roads to deal with the increasing
traffic demands. For example, in North Texas, there are
at least 10 interchanges that are 81 ft or taller—and nine
of them have been built in roughly the past 15 years1 —
and as recent as February 2018, the Texas Department of
Transportation has proposed building a 7-mile elevated
freeway to connect Loop 410 to Loop 1604’2 in the city of
San Antonio. Such elevated roads and highways can pose
considerable challenges to existing 2D vehicle positioning
systems in VANETs as such systems may not be capable of
detecting whether a vehicle is on the elevated road or on
the ground road under the elevated road.
In addition to the positioning challenge, one needs to
consider security and privacy concerns in a VANET. For
example, can we be assured that messages received by
vehicles/RSU are from authenticated entities and have not
been modified by an active attacker during the transmission? Also, is the driver privacy ensured (e.g., driver’s
identity, location, and other sensitive information are not
leaked) during the transmission? Without any sound security measures in place, an attacker close to the target
vehicle may fabricate information to mislead the vehicle
that needs to be positioned, which can have real-world
consequences such as a fatal accident. Also, if privacy is
not considered, an attacker may easily find the position
and identity of the vehicle and exploit this for nefarious intents (e.g., stalking or an attacker may launch a
jamming attack that blocks the communications in a
destination area).
Cooperative positioning (CP) is one approach that has
been used to enhance the accuracy of positioning based
on the position-related data exchanged among the nodes
of a network [31]. Existing CP methods can be broadly
categorized into three categories, namely those based
on angle of arrival (AOA), those based on radio signal
strength (RSS), and those based on distance [32]. AOAbased approaches require large antenna arrays [33], which
are not practical for vehicles in a VANET. RSS-based
approaches need the knowledge of channel condition and
signal transmission power, which may vary over time.
Distance-based approaches can be further classified into
time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA),
and round trip time (RTT). TOA and TDOA need high
precise clock synchronization. RTT only needs to use the
timestamps (e.g., signal arrival time and signal sending
time) that can be shared among the nodes in a CP system;
thus, it is our choice for the proposed scheme in this paper.

While a large number of positioning techniques have
been proposed for VANETs in the literature, only a small
number of these schemes are also designed for 3D positioning. In [34], for example, the authors showed that
a GPS receiver needs at least four satellite signals for
a 3D position computation, and these signals are easily
blocked. This results in position inaccuracy or unavailability in dense urban environments. In a different work,
Alam [35] proposed a CP method for 3D positioning
using two satellites. However, this approach suffers from
the same inherent issue pertaining to the obstruction
of GPS signals. Hossain et al. [36] proposed a GPS-free
cooperative vehicular positioning technique that uses
TOA data of the reference signal from three RSUs and
cooperative vehicles on the road to estimate the position of the candidate vehicle. However, none of these
3D positioning schemes consider security and privacy
properties.
In this paper, we propose two secure and privacypreserving 3D positioning schemes for VANETs, which
are designed to facilitate the system to determine whether
the vehicle is traveling on the elevated road or under the
elevated road accurately and efficiently. In our schemes,
we use an one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol
[37], which has been proven to be adequate in establishing a secure channel. In other words, the authentication
and vehicle privacy properties are guaranteed through the
secure channel.
The first scheme is designed for V2R communications.
In the scheme, RSUs and vehicles have to register with
a trusted authority (TA), and the TA will generate the
required certificates for RSUs and vehicles. When a vehicle that needs to be positioned enters the communication
range of a RSU, the RSU broadcasts its certificate to the
vehicle. The vehicle receives the certificate and verifies
the validity of the certificate. If the certificate is successfully verified, then the RSU and the vehicle execute a key
agreement protocol to generate a session key. Finally, the
RSU and the vehicle constantly exchange messages for a
period of time to achieve the proof of location. The second
scheme is designed for V2V communications. A vehicle
that needs to be positioned achieves 3D position via a
vehicle whose position is known. The concrete steps of
this scheme are similar to the first one.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the system architecture, our design
goals, and relevant preliminaries. In Sections 3 and 4, we
present our proposed 3D vehicle positioning schemes for
V2R communications and V2V communications, respectively. We then evaluate both schemes using simulations.
In the evaluation, we adopt the Shadowing model [38]
which resembles an actual road scenario. The evaluation
and the findings are presented in Section 5. In Section 6,
we present our conclusion.
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2 Background
2.1 System architecture

Our system architecture comprises a trusted authority
(TA), RSUs and vehicles, as described below and presented in Fig. 1.
• TA is a trusted third party tasked with the generation
and publishing of system parameters. TA also issues
certificates for vehicles and RSUs in the system.
• RSUs are placed along the road, and have embedded
processing and communication modules.
• Vehicles may drive on an elevated road or on the road
below the elevated road. Vehicles also have embedded
processing and communication modules, which allow
a vehicle to communicate with other nearby
vehicle(s) or RSU for cooperative 3D positioning.
2.2 Design goals

Our goal is to design secure and privacy-preserving 3D
vehicle positioning schemes for VANET. In our schemes,
the vehicle is also referred to as a requester if it requests
for some CP service. The CP service provider (a vehicle or
an RSU) is known as the responder.
• Authentication: To guarantee the security of the
communications in our schemes, a requester and a
responder have to be authenticated by each other.
Furthermore, we need to ensure that messages
received by the requester/responder have not been
modified during the transmission. Finally, a new
attack called backdoored pseudorandom generators
is exposed [39] recently. If an entity’s chosen random

Fig. 1 System architecture
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number generator is backdoored, then an attacker
may violate the security of a scheme. We require that
if a backdoored pseudorandom generator is selected,
then the authentication property still holds.
• Vehicle privacy: In a 3D vehicle positioning scheme,
entities other than the requester and the responder
should not learn the real identities and positions of
the participating vehicles.
• Low error rate: A requester may determine its 3D
position with overwhelming success rate and within a
reasonable time frame (i.e. short delay).
2.3 Distance Function

In our schemes, we have to calculate the distance between
two entities. We first consider the 2D condition. Suppose the position coordinates of the two entities are L1 =
(x1 , y1 ) and L2 = (x2 , y2 ), where xi and yi are the longitude
and latitude of a entity’s position, i ∈ {1, 2}. Generally, a
positioning system has some errors. Here, we assume the
2D positioning accuracy of each entity is ε.
As previously discussed, our first scheme is designed
for V2R communications. We assume the RSU’s position
coordinates are error-free. Then, we have the distance
function

Df (L1 , L2 , ±ε) = (|x1 − x2 | ± ε)2 +(|y1 − y2 | ± ε)2 . (1)
The second is designed for V2V communications, and
we assume that there may exist errors in the coordinates
of the two vehicles. We have the distance function
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Df  (L1 , L2 , ±2ε) = (|x1 − x2 |± 2ε)2 +(|y1 − y2 | ± 2ε)2 (2)

2.4 Nonce generator and hedged extractor
The nonce generator (NG) and hedged extractor (HE) are

used to generate the randomness required to mitigate
backdoored pseudorandom generators.
The algorithm NG takes as input the security parameter
1k , a current state St, and a nonce selector ω, and returns a
nonce n0 belonging to the range set {0, 1}∗ of NG as well as
an updated state St  through NG(1k , ω, St) → (n0 , St  ). HE
takes a seed xk ∈ {0, 1}∗ , a message m, and a nonce n0 to
deterministically return a string r = HE(xk, (m, n0 )) [40].

3 Proposed secure and privacy-preserving 3D
vehicle positioning for V2R communications
In this section, we present our first proposed scheme,
which requires that a vehicle that intends to run a CP protocol to connect to an RSU directly. We also assume that
a vehicle may learn its 2D coordinates, the 2D positioning
accuracy is  m, and the height of elevated road is h m.
The scheme consists of four stages, namely setup, registration, secure channel establishment, and secure location
proof. In the first stage, the TA generates the system
parameters and master key. The vehicles and RSUs are
enrolled by the TA in the second stage. In the third stage,
a secure channel is established between a vehicle and an
RSU. The secure channel is used to protect the privacy of
the vehicle. In the fourth stage, the vehicle and the RSU
run a V2R CP protocol for secure positioning.
3.1 Setup

On input a security parameter λ, TA performs the
following:
1. Selects a cyclic multiplicative group G with prime order q
and chooses a generator g ∈ G.
2. Generates a master key s and the corresponding master
public key g0 . The master key will be used by the TA to
issue certificates for the vehicles and RSUs in the system.
The master public key will be used to verify the validity of
the certificates.
3. Chooses a symmetric encryption scheme EK1 (·)/DK1 (·),
and a MAC scheme MK2 . For simplicity, we assume the
symmetric key K1 used in the symmetric encryption
scheme and the symmetric key K2 used in the MAC
scheme have the same length.
4. Chooses a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l , where l is
the bit-length of the symmetric key used in EK (·)/DK (·)
and MK .


5. Publishes pub = G, q, H, g0 , g, EK1 (·)/DK1 (·), MK2 as
the system parameters.

3.2 Registration

The vehicles and RSUs have to be enrolled by the TA.
to genFor an RSU Rj , it runs the nonce generator NG


erate a nonce nj and a next state Stj through nj , Stj ←


NG μj , Stj with a current state Stj and a nonce selector μj
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and then generates a randomness rsj used in the
next
step



rsj ← HE xkj , mj , nj .
with hedged extractor HE through


Then, it computes rpj = g rsj , rpj , rsj to be used as the
public/private key pair of Rj . TA also issues a certificate
certRj for Rj . In our paper, we assume that Rj ’s position
information


LRj = xRj , yRj , zRj

is included in certRi , where xRj and yRj are longitude and
latitude of Rj ’s position, zRj is the height of Rj from the
ground, and zRj > h. Since the location of the Rj is fixed,
LRj is a fixed and known coordinate.
to genFor vehicle Vi , it runs the nonce generator NG


erate a nonce ni and a next state Sti through ni , Sti ←
NG(μi , Sti ) with a current state Sti and a nonce selector
μi and generates a randomness vsi used in the next step
with hedged extractor HE though vsi ← HE (xki , (mi , ni )).
Then, it computes vpi = g vsi , (vpi , vsi ) to be used as the
public/private key pair of Vi . TA also issues an anonymous
certificate certVi for Vi . To further enhance the privacy of
a vehicle, the vehicle may ask TA to issue a pool of anonymous certificates for itself. Each anonymous certificate is
only for short-term usage.
3.3 Secure channel establishment

We assume an RSU will periodically broadcast its certificates in its communication range and the altitude of the
RSU is higher than that of the elevated road. Assume a
vehicle Vi wants to run a CP protocol to learn its 3D position and it may connect to the RSU Rj directly. In this
stage, a secure channel between Rj and Vi is established.
When Vi enters the communication range of Rj , it first
verifies the validity of certRj . If the certificate is valid, then
Vi runs the nonce generator NG to generate a nonce n1 and


a next state St1 through n1 , St1 ← NG (μ1 , St1 ) with a current state St1 and a nonce selector μ1 . Then, it generates a
randomness r used in the next step with hedged extractor
HE though r ← HE (xk1 , (m1 , n1 )), computes u = g r , and


sends certVi , u to Rj . Vi computes


kVi ,Rj = H IDRj , pidi , rpj , vpi , u, rpj r , rpj vsi

(3)

We note that, from certRj , Vi may learn the position
information of R j .

On receiving certVi , u , Rj computes


kRj ,Vi = H IDRj , pidi , rpj , vpi , u, ursj , vpi rsj

(4)

The session key used to establish a secure channel is sk =
kVi ,Rj = kRj ,Vi .

3.4 Secure location proof

Once the session key is established, Vi and Rj may run our
V2R CP protocol—see Fig. 2. In the first two phases of our
protocol, Vi and Rj repeat the following three steps in a
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Fig. 2 Proposed V2R CP protocol

period of time t . We will show how to choose t in our
simulation.
Step 1: Let η be the session round. Rj performs the
following:
1. Sends its current timestamp tsRj η to Vi , where η is
initially set to 1.


2. Generates a MAC MACRj η = Msk tsRj η , η and sends
MACRj η to Vi .

Step 2: We assume that Vi receives tsRj η at time tsVi η and
its location information is
LVi η = (xVi η , yVi η )

at this time. Vi performs the following:
1. Sends tsVi η to Rj .
2. On receiving MACRjη , checks


?
MACRjη = Msk tsRjη , η . If the equation holds, then
proceeds to the next sub-step; otherwise,

aborts.
3. Generates a ciphertext CVi η = Esk LVi η and a MAC


MACVi η = Msk CVi η , tsVi η , η .


4. Sends CVi η , MACVi η to Rj .

Step 3: We assume that Rj receives tsVi η at time tsRj η+1 .
It performs the following:


1. On receiving CVi η , MACVi η , verifies the validity of
?

MACVi η by checking MACVi η = Msk (CVi η , tsVi η , η). If
the equation holds, then computes LVi η = Dsk (CVi η );
otherwise, aborts.
2. Sets η = η + 1 and proceeds to step 1.

Once phase 1 has successfully concluded, Vi may calculate its 3D position information in phase 2. We note that,
for round n, steps 2 and 3 are used to acknowledge that
Vi has received the messages broadcasted by Rj in step 1.
Assume the final session round is n and 2D positioning
accuracy is  m.
Vi performs the following:
1. Calculates the theoretical distance range
[ lsmin,Vi η , lsmax,Vi η ] in the case Vi is on the elevated road,
where


2 
2
(5)
lsmin,Vi η = Df LVi η , LRj , − + zRj − h

lsmax,Vi η =


2 
2
Df LVi η , LRj , + + zRj − h
(6)
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Computes the accumulated theoretical distance range
⎡
⎤
n−1
n−1

Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi = ⎣
lsmin,Vi η ,
lsmax,Vi η ⎦ (7)
η=1

η=1

2. Calculates the theoretical distance range
[ ldmin,Vi η , ldmax,Vi η ] in the case Vi is under the elevated
road, where
 
2
2
(8)
ldmin,Vi η = Df LVi η , LRj , − + zR
j


ldmax,Vi η =


2
2
Df LVi η , LRj , + + zR
j

(9)

Computes the accumulated theoretical distance range
⎡
⎤
n−1
n−1

Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi = ⎣
ldmin,Vi η ,
ldmax,Vi η ⎦ (10)
η=1

η=1

3. Calculates the computational distance sVi η between Vi
and Rj , where


(11)
sVi η = C × tsVi η+1 − tsVi η /2
Computes the accumulated computational distance
n−1

SV i =

(12)

sV i η
η=1



4. By using SVi , Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi and Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi ,
we can calculate PoVi and PuVi , where PoVi is the
probability that Vi is on the elevated road and PuVi is the
probability that Vi is not on the elevated road.
There are two cases where we calculate the probability.
(a) The first is that there is no overlap between
Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi and Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi . If SVi is

in the range of Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi or on the left side

of Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi , then PoVi = 1; if SVi is in the

range of Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi or on the right side of

Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi , then PuVi = 1. If SVi is not

within the overlap between the Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi

and Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi , then we will take the
principle of proximity to calculate the probability.
(b) The second is that there is overlap between
Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi and Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi . If the

SVi is in the range of Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi but not in
the
 overlapping range or on the left side of
Ls
, then PoVi = 1; if the SVi in the
, Ls
 min,Vi max,Vi
Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi but not in the overlapping

range or the right side of the Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi ,
then PuVi = 1; if the SVi is in the range of overlap,
then using the same principle of proximity to
calculate the probability.

The concrete calculation is as follows:
1. If Lsmax,Vi ≤ Ldmin,Vi
(a) If SVi ≤ Lsmax,Vi , PoVi = 1, PuVi = 0.
(b) If SVi ≥ Ldmin,Vi , PoVi = 0, PuVi = 1.
(c) If SVi > Lsmax,Vi and SVi < Ldmin,Vi ,
PoVi =

Ldmin,Vi −SVi
Ldmin,Vi −Lsmax,Vi

, PuVi =

SVi −Lsmax,Vi
Ldmin,Vi −Lsmax,Vi

.
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2. If Lsmin,Vi < Ldmin,Vi < Lsmax,Vi < Ldmax,Vi
(a) If SVi ≤ Ldmin,Vi , PoVi = 1, PuVi = 0.
(b) If SVi ≥ Lsmax,Vi , PoVi = 0, PuVi = 1.
(c) If SVi > Ldmin,Vi and SVi < Lsmax,Vi ,
PoVi =

Lsmax,Vi −SVi
Lsmax,Vi −Ldmin,Vi

, PuVi =

SVi −Ldmin,Vi
Lsmax,Vi −Ldmin,Vi

.

3. If PoVi > PuVi , then it can be determined that Vi is on
the elevated road. If PoVi < PuVi , then it can be
determined that Vi is not on the elevated road. Therefore,
the height of Vi can be determined.

3.5 Security analysis

In the secure channel establishment stage, a secure channel is established between Vi and Rj . Essentially, it is an
anonymous one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol. A one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol
requires only one entity to send a message to another
entity. The secure channel can be established with a short
delay. The one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol used in this paper is derived from the protocol in
[37], which has been proven to be secure. Furthermore,
in the one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol, the
anonymous certificate is used to hide Vi ’s identity, and
the position information of Vi is sent through the secure
channel. In addition, in the key agreement protocol, we
use a nonce generator NG and a hedged extractor HE
to generate the randomness. Thus, as shown in [40], this
anonymous one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol is secured against backdoored pseudorandom generators. Therefore, the authentication and vehicle privacy
properties are guaranteed.

4 Proposed secure and privacy-preserving 3D
vehicle positioning for V2V communications
In the scheme introduced in the preceding section, the
vehicles achieve 3D positioning via RSUs. However, RSUs
have limited deployment and coverage. Therefore, we
propose a 3D vehicle positioning scheme for V2V communications in this section.
The scheme also consists of four stages, namely setup,
registration, secure channel establishment, and secure
location proof. In the first stage, TA generates the system
parameters and master key. The vehicles are enrolled by
the TA in the second stage. In the third stage, a secure
channel is established between a vehicle with a known 3D
position and a vehicle with an unknown 3D position. The
secure channel is used to protect the privacy of the two
vehicles. In the last stage, the two vehicles run a V2V CP
protocol for secure positioning. We assume that the vehicle with unknown 3D location can only obtain the exact
2D coordinates, and the height of elevated road is h m.
The setup and registration stages are the same as those
in the previous scheme. Thus, in the following, we only
introduce secure channel establishment and secure location proof stages.
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4.1 Secure channel establishment
Assume a vehicle Vi wishes to execute a V2V CP protocol
to learn its 3D position, and it may connect to a vehicle Vj

Step 3: Assume that Vj receives tsVi ζ at time tsVj ζ +1 . It
performs the following:

with a known 3D position directly. At this stage, a secure
channel between Vj and Vi is established.
When Vi enters the communication range of Vj , it first
verifies the validity of certVj . If the certificate is valid, then
Vi runs the nonce generator NG to generate a nonce n1 and
a next state St1 through (n1 , St1 ) ← NG(μ1 , St1 ) with a current state St1 and a nonce selector μ1 , prior to generating
a randomness r used in the next step with hedged extractor HE through r ← HE(xk1 , (m1 , n1 )). Then, it computes
u = g r and sends (certVi , u) to Vj . Vi computes


kVi ,Vj = H pidi , pidj , vpi , vpj , u, vpj r , vpj vsi

(13)

On receiving (certVi , u), Rj computes



kVj ,Vi = H pidj , pidi , vpj , vpi , u, uvsj , vpi vsj

(14)

The session key used to establish a secure channel is sk =
kVi ,Vj = kVj ,Vi .

4.2 Location proof

After the session key is established, Vi and Vj may run
our V2V CP protocol—see Fig. 3. The protocol has two
phases. In the first phase, Vi and Vj repeat the following
three steps in time period t . We will show how to choose
t in our simulation.
Step 1: Let ζ be the session round, and ζ is initially set to
1. Vj obtains its location
LVj ζ = (xVj ζ , yVj ζ )



1. On receiving CVi ζ , MACVi ζ , verifies the validity of


?
MACVi ζ by checking MACVi ζ = Msk CVi ζ , tsVi ζ , ζ . If


the equation holds, then computes LVi ζ = Dsk CVi ζ ;
otherwise, aborts.
2. Sets ζ = ζ + 1 and proceeds to step 1.

Once phase 1 is successfully finished, Vi may calculate
its 3D position information in phase 2. Assume the final
session round is n and 2D positioning accuracy is  m.
Vi performs the following.
1. Calculates the theoretical distance range
lsmin,Vi ζ , lsmax,Vi ζ in the case Vi and Vj are at the same
layer, where


(15)
lsmin,Vi ζ = Df  LVi ,tsV ζ , LVj ,tsV ζ , −2
i



2. Generates a ciphertext CVj ζ = Esk LVj ζ and a MAC


MACVj ζ = Msk CVj ζ , tsVj ζ , ζ .


3. Sends CVj ζ , MACVj ζ to Vi .

Step 2: Assume that Vi receives tsVj ζ at time tsVi ζ and its
location information is


LVi ζ = xVi ζ , yVi ζ

at this time. Vi performs the following:
1. Sends tsVi ζ to Vj .
2. On receiving MACVjζ , checks


?
MACVj ζ = Msk CVj ζ , tsVj ζ , ζ . If the equation holds,


then computes LVj ζ = Dsk CVj ζ and proceeds to the
next sub-step; otherwise, aborts.


3. Generates a ciphertext CVi ζ = Esk LVi ζ and a MAC


MACVi ζ = Msk CVi ζ , tsVi ζ , ζ .


4. Sends CVi ζ , MACVi ζ to Vj .

j



lsmax,Vi ,ζ = Df  LVi ,tsV ζ , LVj ,tsV ζ , +2
i

(16)

j

Computes the accumulated theoretical distance range
⎡
⎤
[ Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi ] = ⎣

n−1

ζ =1

n−1

lsmin,Vi ζ ,

ζ =1

lsmax,Vi ζ ⎦ (17)

2. Calculates the theoretical distance range
ldmin,Vi ζ , ldmax,Vi ζ in the case Vi and Vj are at different
layers, where

ldmin,Vi ζ = ls2min,V ζ + h2
(18)
i

ldmax,Vi ζ =

at time tsVj ζ . Vj performs the following:
1. Sends tsVj ζ to Vi .
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ls2max,V ζ + h2

(19)

i

Computes the accumulated theoretical distance range
⎡
⎤
n−1
n−1

Ldmin,V , Ldmax,V = ⎣
ldmin,V ζ ,
ldmax,V ζ ⎦ (20)
i

i

i

ζ =1

ζ =1

i

3. Calculates the computational distance sVi ζ between Vi
and Vj , where


sVi ζ = C × tsVi ζ +1 − tsVi ζ /2
(21)
Computes the accumulated computational distance
n−1

SVi =

ζ =1

s Vi ζ


4. By using SVi , Lsmin,Vi , Lsmax,Vi and

Ldmin,Vi , Ldmax,Vi , we can calculate PoVi and PuVi ,
where PoVi is the probability that Vi is on the elevated
road and PuVi is the probability that Vi is not on the
elevated road. The calculation is as follows:
1. If Lsmax,Vi ≤ Ldmin,Vi
(a) If SVi ≤ Lsmax,Vi , PoVi = 1, PuVi = 0.
(b) If SVi ≥ Ldmin,Vi , PoVi = 0, PuVi = 1.

(22)
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Fig. 4 Correct rate in the case of 3D positioning for V2R communications
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Fig. 5 Correct rate when two vehicles are traveling in the opposite direction

(c) If SVi > Lsmax,Vi and SVi < Ldmin,Vi ,
Ldmin,Vi −SVi
PoVi = Ld
,
min,Vi −Lsmax,Vi
SV −Lsmax,V
PuVi = Ld i −Ls i .
min,Vi
max,Vi

2. If Lsmin,Vi < Ldmin,Vi < Lsmax,Vi < Ldmax,Vi
(a) If SVi ≤ Ldmin,Vi , PoVi = 1, PuVi = 0.
(b) If SVi ≥ Lsmax,Vi , PoVi = 0, PuVi = 1.
(c) If SVi > Ldmin,Vi and SVi < Lsmax,Vi ,
Lsmax,Vi −SVi
PoVi = Ls
,
−Ld
max,Vi

min,Vi

SV −Ldmin,V
PuVi = Ls i −Ld i .
max,Vi
min,Vi

Fig. 6 Correct rate when two vehicles are traveling face-to-face

3. If PoVi > PuVi , it can be determined that Vi and Vj are
in the same layer. If PoVi < PuVi , then it can be
determined that Vi and Vj are in different layers.
Therefore, the height of Vi can be determined.

4.3 Security analysis

In the secure channel establishment stage, a secure channel is established between Vi and Vj . Essentially, it is an
anonymous one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol which is the same as that of the previous scheme. Furthermore, in the one-pass authenticated key agreement
protocol, anonymous certificates are used to hide the
identity of Vi and Vj and the position information of Vi
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Fig. 7 Correct rate when two vehicles are traveling in the same direction

and Vj is sent through the secure channel. In addition, in
the key agreement protocol, we use a nonce generator NG
and a hedged extractor HE to generate the randomness.
Thus, this anonymous one-pass authenticated key agreement protocol is secured against backdoored pseudorandom generators. This also ensures the authentication and
vehicle privacy properties.

5 Simulation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
schemes using NS-2.35, which is an open source network communication simulator. In NS-2.35, there are
three types of propagation models: free space, tworay ground model, and shadowing model [38]. In
the first two models, the distance is the only variable parameter in the simulation, but the introduction of random events in the shadowing model is
closer to the real-world scenario. So in our experiment, we chose shadowing model as our experimental
model.
The purpose of our scheme is to accurately determine
the position of the vehicle, so we need to find an appropriate time segment t to ensure the correct rate of
positioning. Our experiments were implemented on a
Linux machine using an Intel Core i7-4790 at frequency
of 3.60 GHz. In our experiments, the channel bandwidth
bound was 6 Mbps. The vehicle’s speed ranged from
30 to 60 km/h, and the average speed was 50 km/h.
The communication radius of an RSU and each vehicle
was set to be 300 m. For each experiment, the simulation time was about 20 s. Therefore, we can think
of the vehicle’s speed remaining constant during the
simulations.

5.1 3D positioning based on V2R communications

Figure 4 shows the relationship between time segment t
and correct rate P in the case of 3D positioning for V2R
communications. We note that when t ≥ 0.8 s, P > 0.9,
and when t ≥ 1.4 s, P = 1. In other words, when t ≥
1.4 s, the vehicle can determine its position accurately. So
the vehicle needs to interact with the RSU for about 1.4 s
before determining its location. It is also clear that 1.4 s is
an acceptable delay.
5.2 3D positioning based on V2V communications

In this section, a vehicle that needs to be positioned
achieves 3D position via a vehicle whose position is
known. This case is more complex than the previous case.
In the previous case, the RSU is fixed and only the vehicle
is moving. However in this case, two vehicles are moving
simultaneously. So we have to consider the traveling direction of the two vehicles: opposite direction, face-to-face,
and same direction.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between time segment
t and correct rate P for 3D positioning in V2V communications between two vehicles traveling in the opposite
direction. We note that when t ≥ 1.3 s, P = 1. So in
this case, the vehicle will be able to determine the position
within 1.3 s.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between time segment
t and correct rate P for 3D positioning in V2V communications for two vehicles traveling face-to-face. We note
that when t ≥ 1.5 s, P = 1.
The relationship between time segment t and correct
rate P for 3D positioning in V2V communications for two
vehicles traveling in the same direction is shown in the
Fig. 7. When two vehicles travel in the same direction, due
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to the speed factor, the distance between the two vehicles
may appear to gradually approach or stay away from or
remain unchanged. When t > 1.6 s, P > 0.9 in the case of
two vehicles approaching. When t > 1.1 s, P > 0.9 in the
case of two vehicles away. When t > 1.4 s, P > 0.9 in the
case of two vehicles remain unchanged. Again, such delays
are acceptable in a typical real-world scenario.
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6 Conclusion
As smart vehicles become more commonplace and smart
cities being the norm, ensuring accurate 3D vehicle positioning schemes (and potentially 4D and beyond in the
foreseeable future) while also ensuring the security and
privacy of the data and the participating vehicles will be
increasingly important.
In this paper, we proposed two secure and privacypreserving 3D positioning schemes for V2R and V2V
communications in a VANET. We demonstrated the utility of both schemes using simulations, in the sense that
the schemes achieve their design goals (i.e., 3D positioning
of the vehicles) within an acceptable time frame without
compromising the security and privacy of the data and the
participating vehicles.
Future research includes extending the proposed
schemes to consider multiple vehicles and other types of
vehicles such as unmanned aerial vehicles (also known as
drones).

Endnotes
1
http://www.star-telegram.com/news/traffic/yourcommute/article122735029.html, last accessed May 13,
2018.
2
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Bandera-Road-s-future-tree-lined-boulevard-12558886.
php, last accessed May 13, 2018.
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